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A family F of s-subsets of [t]  is a (0, s, t)-family iff the intersection of any two 
distinct elements of F has cardinality less than 0. Let f(0, s, t) be the greatest integer 
n such that there exists an (0, s, t)-family of cardinality n. Let dim( I, k; n) denote 
the dimension of B,(I, k), the suborder of the Boolean lattice on [n l  consisting of 
1-subsets and k-subsets of rn]. We use upper and lower bounds on f(0, s, t) 
to derive new lower and upper bounds on dim(l, k; n). In particular we answer a 
question of Trotter by showing that dim(l, log n; n) = g2(log 3 n/log log n). The 
estimation of dim(I, log n;n) plays a critical role in the determination of the 
maximum dimension of an ordered set with fixed maximum degree. Previously it 
was only known that (log 2 n/4 < dim( 1, log n; n) < log 3 i1. ~ 1996 Academic Press, Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
For a positive integer n, let [n] denote the set {1,2 ..... n}. Let 
P = (X, ~< ) be a partially ordered set.  A linear extension of P is an injec- 
tion a: X--* [ IXI] such that x ~<y implies a(x)~ a(y). A realizer of P is a 
collection of linear extensions Z such that not x ~<y implies a(y) < a(x), for 
some a ~ X. The dimension dim(P) of P is the least t such that P has a 
realizer of cardinality t. Similarly, a 2-extension of P is a function 
a: X ~ [ 2 ] such that x ~< y implies a(x) ~< a(y). A 2-realizer of P is a collec- 
tion of 2-extensions Z" such that not x<~y implies a(y)<or(x) ,  for some 
a ~ £. The two-dimension dim2(P) of P is the least t such that P has a 
2-realizer of cardinality t. Clearly dim(P) ~< dim2(P). 
Let B, denote the Boolean lattice obtained by ordering the power set of 
In] by inclusion. Let B,(j, k) be the restriction of B, to subsets of size j 
or k. Let dim(j,k;n) and dim2(j, k; n) denote dim(B,(j,k)) and 
dim2(B,(j, k)), respectively. Note that if P is a partially ordered set with 
dim2(P) ~< n, then there exists an injection f :  P---, B,, such that for all points 
x and y in P, x<y in P i f f f (x) <f (y) .  
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In this article we shall study the function dim(j, k; n), where j=  1. For 
recent work on the case j>  1, we refer the reader to [BKKT]  and [HKT] .  
The function dim(1, k;n) has a long but sporadic history, and still 
relatively little is known about it for small values of k. It was first studied 
in 1950 by Dushnik [D] ,  who proved the following theorem, which estab- 
lishes the exact value of dim(l, k; 11) for k/> 2n ~/2-2. Note that it follows 
from the theorem that in this range dim(l, k; 77)=n-o(n) .  
THEOREM 0.1 (Dushnik). Let 17, k, and j be positive #ltegers with n >~4, 
and 27l t/,. _ 2 <~ k < n - 1. I f  j is the unique #lteger with 2 <~ j <~ 71 i/,_ such that 
Ln-2j-l-J2Jj- ~k<: [ 
then dim( I, k; 7l) = n - j  + 1. 
i i -2 ( j -  1) + ( j -  1)2/ 
j - -1  J 
As noted in IT1 ] the techniques of [D]  easily yield: 
THEOREM 0.2. For allpositive #Ttegers k'<2n' / - ' -2 ,  kZ/4~<dim(1, k; 17). 
In 1972 Spencer [S] proved the following inequalities which provide 
good estimates for dim(l, k;17) when k is very small. We use logn to 
denote the natural logarithm of n and lgn to denote the base two logarithm 
of 11. 
THEOREM 0.3 (Spencer). For all positive hltegers k, with 2~k<n,  
1 + lg lg n ~< dim( 1, k; n) ~< k2 k lg lg 17. Moreover, dim( 1, 2; 11) < lg lg 1l + 
( 1/2 + o( 1 )) lg lg lg(n) and for all n, dim( 1, 2; 11) < 2 lg ig n. 
For the case k = 2, this was tightened in 1991 by Ffiredi, Hajnal, R6dl, 
and Trotter [FHRT] .  
THEOREM 0.4 (Fiiredi, Hajnal, R6dl, and Trotter). dim( 1, 2; n) = 
lg lg n + ( 1/2 + o( 1 )) Ig lg lg(n). 
In 1986 Fiiredi and Kahn [FK]  used a probabilistic argument o prove: 
THEOREM 0.5 (Ffiredi and Kahn). For all positive hltegers k<n,  
dim(l, k; n) ~<(k+ 1) 2 logn. 
Let P = (X, ~< ) be a partially ordered set. The comparability graph G of 
P is defined to be G = (X, E), where E= {xy: x, y ~ X and either x <y  or 
y<x}.  For each positive integer A, let g(A) denote the maximum value of 
the dimension of an ordered set whose comparability graph has maximum 
degree A. The major result in [FK]  is the following upper bound on g(A). 
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THEOREM 0.6. For all A, g(d) = O(d log 2 ,d). 
To prove Theorem 0.6, Ffiredi and Kahn proved that if P is an ordered 
set whose comparability graph has maximum degree A, then 
d im(P)=O( lo -~d im(1 ,1ogd;d logd)  ). 
Erd6s, Kierstead, and Trotter [EKT]  used probabilistic methods to show 
that g(d)=C2(d log d). Thus there has been considerable interest in the 
correct value of dim(l, logn;n). This problem was explicitly stated by 
Trotter I-T]. In this article we shall show that 
dim( 1, log n; ii) = I-2(lg 3 n/lg lg ii). 
This result suggests that new insights will be required to make significant 
improvements in the upper bound of Theorem 0.6, since the approach 
taken by Ffiredi and Kahn can yield an improvement of at most a factor 
of l/lg lg d. 
Taken together, the results of Theorems 0.2, 0.3, and 0.5 give upper and 
lower bounds on dim( 1, k; n) which can differ by as much as a factor of 
lg nlg lg n = k2 k, when k = lg lg 1l. In this article we shall prove the follow- 
ing theorem, which gives upper and lower bounds on dim( 1, k; n) that dif- 
fer by a factor of at most c log ~/2 n when k is large and at most k 2 when 
k is small. The new results are the lower bounds of (1) and (2) and the 
upper bound of (3). 
THEOREM 0.7. Let k and n be positive integers with n sufficiently large 
and 1 < k < 2n 1/2 _ 2. Then 
(1) 2k-21glgn<~dim(1,k;n)<~k2klglgn, if k<<,lglgn-lglglgn; 
(k + 2 - lg lg n + lg lg lg n) 2 lg n 
(2) ~< dim( 1, k; ii) ~< (k + 1 )2 log 11, 
32 lg(k + 2 - lg  lg n + lg lg lg n) 
if lg lg n - lg lg lg ii + 2 < k ~< 2 Ig'2''; and 
(k + 2 - lg Ig ii + lg lg lg 11) 2 lg n . . . . .  ~< 
(3) 321g(k+2_ig lgn+lglg lgn)  ~almtl ,  k;n).~2k-lg2n/Ig2k, 
i f  2 Ig'''' ~ k ~< 211 I/2 - -  2. 
We shall use the following easy characterization f the dimension and 
2-dimension of B,,( 1, k), the first part of which is the basis of the arguments 
in Dushnik's original paper [D]. In fact, some readers may find this 
equivalent formulation more interesting than the order theoretic notion of 
dimension. 
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PROPOSITION 0.8. For all positive integers 1 <k<n,  dim(1, k;n) is the 
least positive integer t such that there exists a collection ,Y, of  t permutations 
a: [Tz] ~ [17] such that for all xe[n]  and all k-subsets A of In ] - -{x},  
there exists ae  ~ such that for all ae A, a(a) < tr(x). 
Similarly, for all positive integers 1 <k<n,  dim2(1, k; iz) is the least 
positive integer t such that there exists a collection ,Y, of  t functions 
a: [n] ~ [2] such that for all xe[n]  and all k-subsets A of [n ] -{x} ,  
there exists tr~ ,F, such that for all a • A, or(a) < a(x). 
We shall slightly abuse terminology by referring to a collection Z', such 
as in the proposition, as a realizer (2-realizer) of B,,(1, k). 
1. (8, s, t)-Families 
Our dimension theoretic results are based on well known properties of 
the following combinatorial objects. 
DEFINITION. Let 8 ~< s~< t be positive integers. A family F of s-subsets of 
a t-set Z is a (8, s, t)-family on ~r iff the intersection of any two distinct 
elements of F has cardinality less than /9. Let f(8, s, t) be the greatest 
integer n such that there exists a (8, s, t)-family of cardinality n. 
Let G=G(8, s,t) be the graph on the s-subsets of [t] such that two 
distinct vertices A B are adjacent iff IA c~ B[ >~ 0. Then a (8, s, t)-family on 
[t] is just an independent set in G. The following proposition is well 
known, but we include its short proof for the sake of completeness. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let 0 <~ s <~ t be positive integers. Then 
• 
1 +,~o .= i s - i  
Moreover, if 2s 2 ~ t, then (t/2s) <~ f(O, s, t). 
Proof The maximum degree A(G) of G is at most s- l  s ,-., Zi~o (i)(s-/), since 
any neighbor of A in G intersects A on one of the (~)/-subsets of A, where 
0 ~<i< s and at most ('~S_,'.) neighbors of A intersect A on any one/-subset 
of A. The first lower bound follows immediately from the graph theoretic 
inequality v ~< 0c(1 + A), where v and ~t are number of vertices and inde- 
pendence number of G, respectively. The upper bound follows from the fact 
that no 8-subset of [t] can be contained in two elements of a (8, s, t)- 
family F and each element of F contains (~) 0-subsets of [t]. 
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For the second lower bound we use an algebraic construction from 
[BF].  Let p be a prime such that t/(2s)<~p<<.t/s and let K be a field of 
order p. Since 2s 2 ~< t, s ~p. Let A be any s-subset of K. We shall construct 
a (0, s, t)-family F on A x K. Let P be the set of polynomials of degree 
at most 0 -  1 over K. Then IPI =pO>~ (t/(2s))O. For each polynomial qe P, 
let Sq={(a,q(a)):aeA}. Let F={Sq:qeP}.  For distinct q, q'eP, 
ISqn Sq,] <0 since q and q' have degree at most 0 -1 .  Thus F is the 
desired family. | 
In the next two sections we shall use (0, s, t)-families to obtain upper 
(lower) bounds on d(1, k; n) when f(0, s, t) is greater (less) than n. 
2. UPPER BOUNDS ON 2-DIMENSION 
When f(O, k(O - 1 ) + 1, t) >1 n, we can use a (0, k(O - 1 ) + 1, t)-family to 
encode the elements of [n]. This allows us to obtain a 2-realizer of B,(1, k) 
of cardinality t. 
T~OREM 2.1. Iffor some O,f((O, k(O-- 1) + 1, t) >~n, then dim2(1, k; n) ~< t. 
Proof For s=k(O-  1) + 1, let F= {5',_: x~ [n]} be a (0, s, t)-family on 
It]  such that S,.vLSy whenever x~y.  For i~[t], let tri: [n ]~ [2], by 
tri(x ) =2 iffiE S,.. We claim that 27= {0"i: iE [t]} is a 2-realizer of B,,(1, k). 
Suppose that x~ In], A is a k-subset of [n], and xCA. We must show that 
there exists ie [t] such that cr;(x) =2, but a;(a) = 1, for all a~A. That is, 
Sx -  U,~.4 So ~ if3, but this is immediate since each of the k subsets S,, 
aeA, intersects S,. on a set of cardinality less than 0 and IS.,-I =s= 
k(O-1)+ 1. | 
COROLLARY 2.2. dim( 1, k; n) ~< dim2(1, k; n) <~ e2k 2 log n. In particular, 
dim2(1, log n) ~< e 2 log 3 n. 
Proof Let t = e2k 2 log n, O = log n, and using the first part of Proposi- 
tion 1.1, we have 
n~< 
(:) , o (0_,)o 
s t--O , 
~ f(O, s, t) ~ f(O, k(O- 1) + 1, t). 
Thus by Theorem 2.1, dim2(1, k; n) ~< t. | 
COROLLARY 2.3. dim(1, k;n)<.dim2(1, k;n)<<.2k21g2n/lgZk. In par- 
ticular, dim2( 1, n% n) ~< 2e-2k2. 
582a/73/2-3 
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Proof Let 0 = lg n/lg £, s = kO, and t = 2s  2. Then using the second part 
of Proposition 1.1, we have 
n<'(Ok)°= 2s <~f(O,s,t)<~f(O,k(O-1)+l,t). 
Thus by Theorem 2.1, dim,_( 1, k; n) ~< t = 2k 2 lg-' n/lg 2 k. | 
The proofs of the above corollaries (including the proofs of Proposition 1.1 
and Theorem 2.1) are constructive. Finally, we also record the following 
bound obtained by a probabilistic argument. 
TI-rEOREM 2.4. dim2( 1, k; n) <<. e(k + 1 )2 log n. 
Proof Withforesightletp=l/kandt=e(k+l)21ogn. LetY~bearandom 
collection of t random functions a: [11] ~ [2] such that P r [a (x )=2]  =p, 
for all xE [n] and geL'.  For xE [n] and a k-subset S of [n ] -  {x}, the 
probability that a (y )< tr(x) for all y E S is p(1 _p)k. Thus the probability 
that £" is not a 2-realizer of B,( 1, k) is at most 
n (k)(1 -p (1  -p)k) ' .  
It is easily seen that this quantity is less than one. Thus with probability 
greater than zero, Z" is a 2-realizer of B,(1, k) and so dim_,(1, k; n) ~< t. | 
3. LOWER BOUNDS ON DIMENSION 
All our lower bounds will be proved using the following general technique. 
Arguing by contradiction, we shall assume that we have a realizer Z of 
Bn(1, k) with cardinality t. Simultaneously for all xE [11], we shall try to 
construct a k-set IV.,. such that for all a E Z there exists y E W x such that 
a(x) <a(y) ,  thus showing that Z is not a realizer. This will be done in 
steps. At the end of Step i, we say that an element is good if there exist two 
subsets Wx(i) c [n] and Z,.(i) c 2 such that [ IV,.(/)[ = i, ]Z',.(i)[ = s(i), and 
for all crEL`-L`x(i) there exists yE W,.(i) such that o-(x) <or(y). We will 
have a "large" subset G(i) c [n] consisting of at least g(i) good elements. 
At the end of each step, the "small" number of elements x for which we 
cannot find such Wx(i) and Z.,.(i) will be called bad elements. The set 
[n] -G( i )  of at most b( i )=n-g( i )  bad elements after step i will be 
denoted by B(i). We shall obtain a contradiction by arranging to have 
s(k) = 0 and g(k) > O. 
Above we described a process where at step i + 1 we pay a price (add an 
element o Wx(i)) to remove s( i ) -s ( i+ 1) linear extensions from Z'x(i ). 
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This is not quite accurate. At times we will combine q steps by adding q 
elements to IV.,.(/) to remove s ( i ) - s ( i+  q) extensions from Zx(i). Finally, 
let Tx, y(i ) : {crEZ,.(i):a(y) <a(x)}. 
Ign ~ --1 THEOREM 3.1. Let n be a positive integer, n' =(2tgtg,/ n, and k be a 
positive integer greater than one such that 2 k-2 dim( 1, k; n') ~< lg n. Then 
2 k-2 dim( 1, 2; n') ~< dim( 1, k; n). In particular, when n is sufficiently large 
and k <~ Ig lg n - lg lg lg n, 2 k- 2 lg lg n ~< dim( 1, k; n). 
Proof As above, suppose for a contradiction that t < 2 k-  2 dim( 1, 2; n') 
and Z is a realizer of Bn(1, k) of size t. We will use two phases. The first 
phase will consist of the first k -2  steps. Let s(i) be defined recursively by 
s(0) = t and s(i + 1 ) = Ls(i)/2J. Let b(i) = i2't-i/2 <~ in lg-1/2 n, for i ~< k - 2. 
Then W.~(0)= ~ = B(0) and Z,.(0)= Z. Suppose that at the end of Step i, 
IB(i)I <~b(i). We must show that for all but at most 2't -uz elements 
xEG(i)  there exist y~[n]  such that ITx.y(i)l<<,s(i)/2. Define an equiv- 
alence relation on G(i) by x~y iff Zx( i )=Zy( i  ). For x~y,  let x~y iff 
IT,.;,(i)I <~s(i)/2. I fx~y,  let Wx(i+ I) = W,.(i) u {y} and Z, .( i+ 1) be an 
s(i + 1) subset of Z,.(i) containing 7".,..,,(i). Then x is good. Suppose that y 
is bad. Then y does not point to any element of its equivalence class. 
Clearly x ~y  implies that Zx( i )= T~.y(i) u Ty.x(i) =Zy(i)  and Tx..~,(i) c~ 
Ty.x(i) = ~.  So either x~y or y~x.  Since y is bad, it must be the case 
that x -~ y. Thus y witnesses that each other element of its equivalence class 
is good. So each equivalence class can have at most one bad element. Since 
there are at most (s(i))<~2't-I/2 equivalence classes, [B( i+l) -B( i ) [<~ 
2rt - i/2. Thus we can complete the first phase. 
The second phase consists of the final two steps, which will be combined. 
At the end of the first phase, there are at least n -  (k -2 )  2't-l/2>~n/2 good 
elements x. For each good x, [Zx(k -  2)1 < dim( 1, 2; n') ~< 2 lg lg n. Since 
t ~ /' Ign  there are at most ( 2 ~g ~g,,) ".~ ~ 2 ~g ~g ,,) equivalence classes, some equivalence 
class C has cardinality at least n'. Without loss of generality C= [n']. Let 
Z' =Zo(k -  2), for all v~ C. Since Z' is not a realizer of B,,,(1, 2), there exist 
x, y, ze  C such that for all a~Zx(k -2 )  either a (x )< a(y) or a(x)<a(z).  
Let W~(k)= W,. (k-2)  u {y,z}.  Then x and I, Vx(k ) witness that Z is not 
a realizer of B,(1, k), completing the proof of the first part. 
When n is sufficiently large, we have t ~g- ~ ~< n L/2. Thus n' >t n ~/2 Using . ~,2 lg Ign /  • 
Theorem 0.3, lg lg n ~< dim( 1, 2; n u2) <<, dim(l, 2; n'). Thus by the first part, 
2k-21glgn<<,dim(1, k;n). | 
As we saw in the argument above, when t ~< lg n, there are always plenty 
of good x and y such that Zx(i ) =Zy(i). Thus there are plenty of good x 
for which we can cut Zx(i) in half by adding only one element o W~(i). 
When t > Ig n this is no longer the case. However, we shall see in the next 
proof that iff(O, s(i), t) < n/k, then there are plenty of good x for which we 
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can at least arrange to remove 0/2 extensions from Z.,.(i) for the price of 
just one element added to IV.,.(/). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let k and 17 be positive integers such that lg lg n -  
lg lg lg n + 2 < k < 2n ~/'- - 2. Then 
(k + 2 - lg lg n + lg lg lg n) 2 lg n 
~< dim( 1, k; n). 
32 lg(k + 2 - lg lg n + lg lg lg n) 
Proof Suppose not, i.e., t is smaller than the given upper bound. To 
simplify the notation let k' = (k + 2 - lg lg n + lg lg lg ii). By Theorem 0.2, 
k '<n us. We shall use three phases. The first phase consists of k'/2 steps, 
which are combined. Set b(k'/2)=k'/2 and s(k'/2)=2t/k'. Note that 
[B(i)] <k'/2, since by the Pigeonhole Principle, for any (k'/2)-subset S of 
[n], there exists xeS such that there exist at most 2t/k'aeZ with the 
property that for all y e S -  {x}, a(y) < or(x). 
The second phase consists of the next k ' /2 -2  steps. Let 0=[- lgn/  
(4 lg k')q. Note that t < k'20/8. For k'/2 ~< i < k' - 2, set b(i + 1 ) = n 1/2 + b(i) 
and s(i+ 1)=s(i)-FO/2q. Consider Step i+  1. Let B' =B( i+ 1) -B( i ) .  We 
claim that F= {Z,.(i): x ~ B'} is a (0, s(i), t)-family. Otherwise there exist x 
and y in B' such that [Zx(i)nZ:,(i)l >10. Clearly either a(x)<or(y) for at 
least half the treZx(i)c~Zy(i) or vice versa; say the former. Thus we can 
set Wx(i+ 1)= IV.,.(/) u {y} and let Zx( i+ 1) be an s(i+ 1) subset of Z~.(i) 
containing Tx.y(i). Thus x ~ B', a contradiction. So by Proposition 1.1, 
(')0 (o) ° IB'l<~f(O,s(i),t)<~ <~ <~22°lgk'-l<~-~n I/2. 
Thus we can complete the second phase successfully. 
At the end of the second phase we have completed i -- k' - 2 steps (thus 
k - i = lg lg n - lg lg lg n), g(i) >1 n - k'n J/z/2 - k'/2 >/n/2, and s(i) = 2t/k' - 
(k ' /2-  2) 0/2 ~< 0. We shall combine the last k -  i steps. As in Phase 1 of 
the proof of Theorem 3.1, define the equivalence relation ~ on G(i). Since 
('o) <~ nU2-/2, there exists an equivalence class C with cardinality at least n u2. 
Since by Theorem 3.1, 0 < 1/8 lg n ~< dim(l, lg lg n - lg lg lg n, nl/2), there 
exist x~C and a ( lg lgn- lg lg lgn) -subset  S of C such that for all 
aEZx(i), there exists yeS with a(x)<tr(y). Let W,.(k)= W,.(i)uS and 
G(k) = {x}. This completes the proof. 
4. REMARKS 
The lower bounds of Theorem 0.7 follow from Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. The 
upper bounds follow from Theorems 0.3 and 0.5 and Corollary 2.3. We are 
left with many interesting questions, some of which we raise below. 
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There seems to be some hope that one could find lower and upper 
bounds for d(1, k; 17) whose ratio is at most a fixed constant. We can 
already do this using Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 2.3 in the range n" < k, for 
any fixed e, If we could prove the following statement, that for convenience 
we phrase as a conjecture, then we could extend this range to log n ~<k 
using Theorem 2.1. The conjecture and the study off(0, s, t) are interesting 
for their own sake. 
CONJECTURE 4.1. There exists a constant c such that for all n, f( lg n/ 
lg lg 17, lg'- n/lg lg 12, c lg 3 n/lg lg n)/_- 17. 
We consider the following to be the most interesting test problems for 
gaining a better understanding of the behavior of the function dim(l, k; n). 
PROBLEM 4.2. Improve the following bounds on dim(l, k; ii). 
(1) 2c-21glgn~<dim(1, c;n)~<c2Clglgn, for c a fixed constant; 
(2) lg 17 ~< dim( 1, lg lg 17; n) ~< (1 + lg lg 17)-" log n; 
(3) lg 3 n/(33 Ig lg 17) ~ dim( 1, Ig n; n) ~ ( 1 + lg n) 2 log n. 
Finally the problem that provided much of the motivation for this paper 
remains open. 
PROBLEM 4.3. Improve the following bounds on g: O(A log A) =g(A) = 
O(A log 2 A). 
If Conjecture 4.1 were true, we could slightly improve the Ffiredi-Kahn 
upper bound for g(A) to dim(P) = O(A log 2 A/log log A). However, any 
further improvements for this important problem will require different 
techniques. 
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